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LSD Research Presentation at Oxford
Users of the hallucinogenic drug LSD
might just as soon chew bubblegum if it
were illegal and unacceptable to society,
according to a research report ty a staff
member of Ingalls Memorial Hospital's
Alcoholism Treatment Center.
The report, which also found that
chronic, high dose users of LSD suffer no
permanent brain damage, has been ac
cepted for presentation before the In
ternational Neuropsychological Society,
European
Conference,
at
Ox ford
University.
Previous research into brain damage
suffered by LSD users was inconclusive,
some reports pointing toward brain

damage and others away.
Frank A. Piontek, M . A . , coordinator of
diagnostic and research services for
Ingalls Alcoholism Treatment Center,
conducted his research on LSD at
Governors State University, Park Forest
South, while studying for his master's
degreet.
"I found that high dose users of LSD
suffer from major personality disorders
before they ever take the drug," Piontek
said.
In conducting his research, Piontek
studied two groups. The first group con
sisted of 15 chronic, high dose LSD users
who had taken the drug 25 times or more.

The second group had never taken LSD.
Each of the two groups were comprised
of individuals of the same age, sex, race,
education and IQ.
All participants were non-paid volun
teers and were required to complete a
battery of psychological and personality
tests.
"The test results showed the LSD user
group had personality problems rooted in
an unhappy home situation where concern
and problems with authority figures may
lead to rebellion or convert hostility,"
Piontek said.
"Most of these people displayed
misdirected aggression aimed at the

father figure in the home. Aggression was
directed at society instead of at the father
since confronting the father figure might
have proven too painful.
"Taking drugs is merely a way of
striking back at the father through society.
The type of drug is unimportant, as long as
it is unacceptable to the larger society,"
Piontek said.
Piontek emphasized that these per
sonality disorders could have been
detected before LSD use began and were
not a result of the drug.
"These severe personality disorders
were not detected before LSD use began
and were not a result of the drug.

Distinguished Professor Award
Joyce S. Kennedy, University Professor
of Human Relations Services, has been
selected by faculty and students of the Col
lege of Human Learning and Development
to join the ranks of the University's most
distinguished professors. The coveted
Distinguished Professor Award com
mends outstanding contributions to in
structional services and the field of
scholarly inquiry that comma nds the
respect of us aU. A Distinguished Pro
fessor has demonstrated excellence in the
high calJing of University professorship
and a commitment to the institution and its
s tudents. The Distinguished Professor's
professional conduct serves as an example
of the highest order to colJeagues. Sym
bolically
and
significantly,
the
Distinguished Professor represents the
best of Governors State University's
dedication to teaching.
A nationally recognized leader in educa-

tiona) and guidance circles. Dr. Kennedy
has made local and national presentations
and chaired sessions of national guidance
conferences of the American Personnel
and Guidance Association. In the recent
past, Dr. Kennedy has focused her atten
tion and writing upon such areas as
"Creative
Teaching"
and
"Creative
Career Counseling". Her expertise in
counseling processes and group counseling
are highly praised by students who often
proclaim her to be "as attractive as she is
intelJigent" . The publication, Creative
Teaching, which was co-authored by dr.
Kennedy, experiences high acceptance
and demand from students, teachers and
administrators.
After receiving the Doctor of Philosophy
degree from Michigan State University,
the talented Dr. Kennedy has worked to in
spire and elevate the teaching and counsel
ing skills of trainees and professionals. She
has conducted numerous workshops in the

areas of teaching, career development,
and Aquarian Psychology. In one of these
presentations GSU's Dr. Kennedy propos
ed "looking forward to a future in which
there wiU be greater opportunities and op
tions for aU students, especiaiJy the disad
vantaged ." Dr. Kennedy sees her work as
not only contributing to personal develop
ment and educational excellence, but also,
in innumerable and often unmeasurable
ways, to the quality of the lives of others.
Equally at home on the tennis court or in
the dance studio, and with beauty that
rivals that of the famous star of "Charlie's
Angels , "
Dr.
Kennedy could have
sucessfully pursued any one of several
careers <singing included). Dr. Kennedy is
at home with brillance and at ease with
people. For the moment, she has dedicated
her talents finding creative answers to the
difficult questions of human relatedness
and where lies the lea rning tree?
Congratulations, Dr. Kennedy.

GSU .Seventh
Commencement: June 4-5

..

Assistant Coordinator Melvin Jackson <1.) and Broadcaster Cecil Hale < rear) at
Communications Conference held at the Center For Inner City Studies. See related

story, p. 2.
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Governors State University's seventh Commencement June 4-5 will be Dr. Leo
Goodman-Malamuth's first as president of the university.
Other GSU Commencements were August of l!n6, July of l!n5, June and January of
l!n4, June of l!n3, and June of l!n2.
Dr. Goodman-Malamuth became president of Governors State University Sep
tember 1, l!n6, succeeding Dr. William E. Engbretson, founding president. Dr.
Goodman-Malamuth had been vice president for academic affairs for the last seven
of his 20 years with California State University at Long Beach.
Governors State will confer its fifth and sixth honorary degrees at Commencement
June 4-5. Eric Hoffer and Peter W. Rodino will be the recipients.
Hoffer, author and philosopher, is a senior research professor at the University of
California at Berkeley. He has written several book s, the most recent being
"Reflections on the Human Condition."
Rodino is a United States Congressman and chairman of the House Judiciary
committees. He won national recognition when he presided over House hearings on
the impeachment of Richard Nixon.
In l!n6 Charles E. Gavin, M.D., and Louis <"Studs") Terkel received honorary
degrees. The posthumous award to Dr. Gavin was received by his sister, Katherine.
In l!n5 Dr. Hector Neri Castaneda and Charles A. Davis received the first honorary
doctorates. Dr. Castaneda , a philosopher and educator from Guatemala, is a
professor at Indiana University. Davis is a Chicago public relations and market
consultant.
This year and hereafter the first weekend in June will be the annual Com
mencement date for Governors State University.
Graduation will be Saturday, June 4, for the College of Environmental and Applied
Sciences and College of Human Learning and Development.
Sunday, June 5, graduation will be for the College of Business and Public Service,
College of Cultural Studies, Board of Governors degree program , and the University
Without Walls.
Both programs wiJJ be at 2 p.m. in the university gymnasium .
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People, Places, Things .................................. p. 5
ldi A min .................. . : ...................................P· 6
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·Conference

Wanda Wells, Dr. Beverly, Naurice Roberts and Wesley South (above), Lu
Palmer
and Robyn Stone (below> at Communications Conference.

Photos by Zelda Peters
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Three bills pending in the Illinois
legislature could make abortion illegal in
lllinois. One bans all abortions, and its
logic would make some kinds of contraceptives illegal. Another, modeled after
federal legislation would cut off medicaid
payments for abortion. This would mean
that women on welfare would be denied
abortion and be forced to turn to backalley butcher abortionists. The third bill
would make it necessary for women under
18 years of age to get parental consent or a
court order to obtain an abortion.
To us who have lived for the last 4 years
with the right to get abortions, these bills
seem ludicrous and impossible to believe.
Yet, the last two bills have passed the
House and are expected to pass the Senate.
The first bill has left committee and will be
voted on shortly. It too may pass.
These bills and countless others like
them on the state and national level are all
part of the right-wing, anti-abortion, antiwomen campaign. These forces are
heavily funded by the Catholic Church
hierarchy (not to be confused with individuals of the catholic faith of whom the
majority favor the right of a woman to
abortion if she chooses) and by right-wing
organizations that also oppose busing,
ERA, the union shop, and favor the death
penalty. They also have a friend in the
White House. President Carter and his
Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare, Califano, both oppose abortion
and support the Hyde Amendment. This
Hyde Amendment would, on a national
level, cut off funds for abortion to women
on welfare.
In looking at all these attacks it is important to see what has happened since
1973.
Untill973 abortions were denied women.
Then under the pressure of a powerful
women's movement, the Supreme Court
declared the law unconstitutional because
it denied women their right to privacy. In
the first six months of a woman's
preganancy, the Court said, the government cannot interfere with a woman's 1
right to choose abortion. Now 4 years later
this Jaw is under attack. The Hyde
Amendment if passed nationally would
deny abortion to over 300, 000 women. This
bill passed Congress in the fall and is now
Jaw but has not yet been enforced. It is
being tested in the courts.

Am� those who voted for it were Bella
Abzug_and ShirleyChjsolm who hav� in the
past said they stood tor woman's rights.

Success''

A

By ZELDA PETERS
The Center For Inner City Studies
(CICS), the southside extension of Nor
theastern Dlinois University, held a three
day Communication Conference May 13,
14, and 15th at 700 E. Oakwood Blvd. which
is their new location.
Dr. Sherman Beverly Jr., Co�rdinator
of the Inner City Careers Program which
sponsored the conference, expressed
concern about the small percentage of
Blacks in the radio and T.V. industry. It
was his intention in co-ordinating the
conference, along with his Assistant Co
ordinator Melvin Jackson, to broaden the
knowledge of Blacks who are interested in
entering this field. He also wished to make
various personalities within the radio and
T.V. industry available to give information
and guidance and to answer any questions
they might have.
Cecil Hale of radio station WVON
worked along with Dr. Beverly and con
tacted the personalities to request their
attendance. Among those who participated
were: Lu Palmer, Illinois Bell; Russ
Ewing, NBC News; Wanda Wells, WCFL
News; Robyn Stone, WJPC Radio; La
Donna Tittle, WBMX Radio; Naurice
Roberts, WFLD/Channel 32;
Wesley
South, WVON Hotline; Wali Muhammed,
WBEE Radio; Marv Dyson, WJPC Radio;
Ron Craven, WBMX Radio; Abe Thomp
son, Globe Broadcasting; Leroy Phillips,
RCA; Carter Russell, Budda; and Emmett
Gardner, Warner Brothers.
The conference began Friday with a
warm welcome from Dr. Beverly followed
by the "Historical Perspective Of Black
Participation In Radio and T.V. In
Chicago," by Cecil Hale. He said this is the

first time in the history of the FCC that the
FCC is sensitive to Blacks. The reason
being that Blacks started to apply some
pressure via demonstrations,
rallys,
demands, etc. The FCC also has to comply
with the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission ruling which says they must
hire more Blacks and more women.
However, you must be well prepared and
versatile. One of the schools which deals
with the entire field of entertainment and
communications is Columbia.
For those of you who wish to go on the
air, he advised, "You should develop the
style of the station you'd like to work at.
Each station has its own style. In con
sidering you for employment the station
will listen to a tape of your voice in terms
of if, and how, you can fit in with them.
But don't limit your style because there is
no such thing as tenure in this business.
You must remain flexible. Conditions
change continuously.
Jobs are not plentiful in this industry
either. Automation is responsible in some
ways. Ten years ago there was no such •
thing as minicam. In order to cover a story
then a whole crew had to go out to handle
the equipment".
Ron Craven, General Manager of
WBMX and Marv • Dyson, General
Manager of WJPC gave us background
information on what radio management
was like. The General Manager is
primarily concerned with sales and ad
vertisement and also responds to letters
people send in.
Management and Programming will
usually always clash. The reason being
Continued on page 3
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facilities exist to perform all of them, for
lS expected that the bill will be introduced
foreign assistance funds to teach foreign
again this year. A December 1974 report of one thing. Over 1.8 million women seek
medical personnel abortion procedures. 3)
An exemption allowing any doctor or nurse
HEW estimates that without Federal funds abortions yearly and in 1975 over 77,000
to refuse to perform abortions on moral
125-250 women would die from butcher women could not get them. One reasoq for
abortions and another 25,000 would be this is the policy of many hospitals. A
grounds. It also exempts Federally funded
study by the Allen Guttmacher Institute in
religious hospitals.
hospitalized.
The 1973 Supreme Court decision was of 1974 found that only 15 percent of public
States have also adopted anti-abortion
measures including laws that: 1) Reguire
historic significance for women. It meant hospitals and 29 percent of non-Catholic
parental consent for women under 18. 2)
that a woman, not the government, had a voluntary and private hospitals were
right to control her own body. It freed performing abortions. In 1974 not a single ·Laws requiring husbands consent. 3)
Restrictions on who may perform an
millions from unwanted pregnancies. It woman was able to get an abortion in
abortion and the facilities and techniques
meant the end of unwanted children and Louisiana or North Dakota. Several other
forced motherhood. It meant that women states did little better. Special abortion
used. 4) Require the doctor to do
everything to sustain life in an aborted
could have the same sexual rights as men clinics exist to fill the .void but many are
by eliminating the fear of pregnancy. It just making big money and are too ex- fetus. 5) Deny women custody if an abort
ion results in a live birth. 6) Curb the use of
meant that an estimated 300 deaths per pensive for many women. Even medicaid
state money for abortions.
year from botched illegal abortions would does not completely fill the gap. In 1973,
end. This figure is probably a conservative studies showed that medicaid was able to
In
addi lion, doctors have been
pay for as few as one-third of the low in- harrassed. The most publicized case was
estimate since many deaths from aborcome women needing abortions.
that of Dr. Kenneth Edelin, a Black
lions were then listed as miscarrage and
Moreover, various Federal and state physician in Boston who was convicted of
severe hemoraging. In 1974 alone over
900 , 000 women had illegal abortions. The laws have been passed since 1973 to further manslaughter for performing a legal
law changed all this. In 1974 with the new erode the Supreme Court decision. One is abortion in 1973.
law only 48 women died from abortion and
the amendment to the constitution
In 1976 the Supreme Court overturned
guaranteeing fetuses constitutional some of these restrictive laws. It soon may
five of them had had illegal operations.
It can be seen from these figures that a protection from the moment of conception. hear the arguments on the Hyde
return to illegal abortion would mean a Last spring the Senate rejected this by a Amendment and similar legislation. No
one can predict how the court will rule.
return to the misery and deaths of the past, slim vote of 47 to 40.
with poo r women and minority women
But Congress has passed the following.
Key is that the right-wing is mobilized
1) A prohibition on the use of Federal funds state wide and nationally and up until now
suffering the most.
pro-aboriton forces have been lulled into
Even now, however, abortions are not by legal service lawyers for any matter
always easy to obtain. Not enough· connected with abortion. 2) A ban on using inactivity. They presumed that because
the law is now for abortion nothing would
happen. Therefore, unless pickets, rallys,
petition campaign, etc. are organized,
further erosion of our rights might occur
A beginning of this was the local
demonstrations in defense of abortion
rights on Mother's Day, May 8, which were
called by the National Abortion Rights
Action League <NARALl. In Washington
at the White House steps, Dr. Kenneth
Edelin received a standing ovation from
over 400 people when he said, "The
government denies poor, pregnant women
their constitutional rights .. Jt is the
responsibility of society to carry out
women's right to choose in a safe, legal
and dignified manner. The rights of the
living must have precedence over some
vague, ambiguous 'right to life.'''
Anti-abortionists held a counter picket
line numbering about 50 at the most.
Activities for abortion also occured in
Denver, Milwaukee, Richmond, Virginia,
San Francisco and Lexington, Kentucky.
Clearly actions like this are needed here
in Dlinois to l�t e lll nois legi�lators kno�
t the lll<l JOnty wtp not g1ve up the1r
nghts. r •
, 1
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·that General Management is mainly sales, WVON Hotline. The discussion included
Public Affairs, and techniques for imand on the sales level they're always
proving writing skills.
trying to sell advertisement- which means
Most broadcasters tend to clump Blacks
more commercials. On the other hand the
Program Directors are usually trying to in the Public Affairs segment of media and
keep commercials down in order to hold questions were raised as to why this was
so. The panel felt that the reason_f�r �s
their listeners interest.
According to Marv Dysotr, money is was the fact that they ar� more VISi ble m
usually the motivating factor as to where these places. Y ou can pomt to them .and
see them out front on these various
you decide to work in the beginning.
Although there is more money to be made programs. They are.supposed to represent
at a white station, Blacks will often take a the fact that they've hired Blacks.
Each of the panel members then g�ve an
salary cut to work at a Black station
account of how they got started m the
because they get fed up with white radio .
There is no place for Blacks to go in white b��iness.
.
I read about someone leaVJng . from
radio because they will not be given equal'
opportunities and proper recognition for Channel 32 so I �onta�ted the. station . to
arrange for an mterv1ew, sa1d Naur1ce
their abilities.
A question was then raised by someone Roberts. They asked me to send them a
in the audience. "Some of the records that couple of �pes so they could hear what I
you hear on the air have a lot of Jude sex sounded like. A couple of weeks later_ I
music. Do you think it's alright for called them and they told me to come m
children to listen to this?" Dyson replied, and talk to �e�. They �sked �e to write a
"I have a problem with the word lude. couple of editonals, wh1ch I did, and they
There is nothing lude about what two requested three ref�ren�es. I wa� selected
consenting adults do. Sex is beautiful, not as o�e of the �ee fmal1sts an� fmally got
Jude. As far as children hearing things on the JOb. Pers1s�nce a�d consistency a�e
the radio is concerned, there is nothing on the key words m seeking employment m
the radio that children don't hear this industry. you must know ho� to sell
yourself as bemg worthy of the JOb. You
elsewhere".
should also have a career alternati�e �r
The radio and T.V. programming
"'discussion began on Saturday and Cecil some other plans for yourself. Nothmg IS
Hale informed us that jobs in program guaranteed to you in this industry."
W�le��uth added a �it of humor when
ming are opening up in Black radio.
However, there is usually only one he sa1d, I have never liked heavy work.
Program Director at each station. The When I was in th� ar:my I could write a
prime prerequisite is that you must know book about goldbncking. After. I left the
research and how to use the tools of ��I worked for the Steel Mill. and the
fll'S t JOb they �v� m� was wo;kmg near
researching.
The most successful Program Directors �e ovens. I sa1d, �at s too h.ot. . The ne�t
are those who are right most of the time in JOb they gave me mvolved liftmg. I said
guessing what is wrong or why a certain 'that:s too heavy'..
.
population is not listening to their station.
.I figured that smce work did !l ot agree
After he asks the question he has to know w1th me I would �ve to use bra ins rather
the answer so he will have a target for his than brawn.� dec1 ded to go back to school
research. After programming you usually so I enrolled m Northwestern and became
move to management.
a political science major. .
Af�erward I started workmg at Ebony as
When a student in the audience said he
had an idea for a game show and wanted to a wnter.. t:Jow.that was hard work! I ne�er
know why there weren't any game shows knew wnbng mvolved so much. After f1ve
in Chicago, Hale responded, "There are no y�rs I went to Chic�go American and was
local T.V. game shows because the hired as a columrust. I wrote a column
national networks supply all of them and called "�uth Side ;Lights" .f�o!ll 1_954 to
these networks have ·centered their 1960 which emphasized actlVlbes m the
production facilities on the East and West Black community.
Coast."
�n 1960 � starte?- working for NAAC�
Someone then asked bow records are do�g Pub.lic Relations work. �C ra�o
made and what happens to them af s_tabon sa1d they wanted to gi ve some air
terward. In a condensed version we were time to N�CP and when they called �e
told that first there is an idea for a song, call was given to me. The.Y asked me if I
someone will then sing it, put it on tape could. come oyer (a� th�t time _I had never
(record form), wax it, it then is sold to a been m a radio station m my life). When I
record company, the company distributes got there they told me they had been
it for sale, it goes to the distributor, which reading . my articles and asked me if I
is usually a warehouse, and the distributor would like to do a half-hour program.
sells it to the one-stop or mama & papa Later, times changed and we added a
shops (neighborhood record shops). telephone.
Although there are many ways to get
Although it only costs 12 cents to make, the
record will cost you $1.05 because of the into this field, the usu.al .way is to m�e a
g� ta� and send It m to the vanous
middlemen.
The programmers can determine the radio stabons.
.
Wanda Wells stated �t she wa.s m �e
movement of a record because they know
how many have been pressed (produced), Navy for three years. I was stationed m
they know how many the one-stop sells, New York and we had a radio show on
and they know how many the distributor base. I began to D.J. for the show and later
sells. The programmers look at all of this became the Public Affairs person for the
information natioqally to determine how show. I was later ad�sed to return to
sch?Ol by Da�y-0-Da�y (a well k�own
the record is doing all over the country.
.
Following the program discussion were radio personality) so I did. When I fwshed
three well known panelists: :'-Iaurice
for
worked
I
hool
four
after
and
WCFL
sc
Roberts of WFLD/Channel 32, Wanda
Wells of WCFL News, and Wesley South of (Co�tinued on Page 6)

Have you ever noticed that a number of
Afrikans, both at home and abroad, spell
AFRIKA with a "K" instead of a "C". My
first impression of this was that it was a
mistake on their part, but as I began to
study the reasons behind this, I saw that I
was the one who made the mistake.
Why? Tirus Afrik, the brother for whom
our dear motherland is named, did not
pronounce his name with a "c" but instead
with a "k". Furthermore, if you have
studied any Afrikan Language, you will
see that there is no such letter, "c", in the
alphabet! Just as some letters cannot be
found in some Afrikan languages, the
letter "c" is non.existent in all Afrikan

languages.
1be question then is, "Are we Europeans
w-ere we Afrikans? Those of us who still
use "c", have been 10 whitewaabed or 10
completely EUI"'pNnizect to extent of
applying EnUish to EVERYTHING! Even
that wbieb is Alrikan. 11Je uaaaeof the
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More On ldi Amin
By Suzanne Haig

would be willing to safeguard Britain's
Idi Amin has recently become a focus for
discussion and debate. Some people continued economic interests.
Amin became army chief of staff under
: violently attack him and others violently
Prime
Minister Milton Obote after
hi
: defend m. What is happening?
•
The main attacks to date come from the training in Britain's School of Infantry in
:• Carter regime, the British government Wiltshire for officer's status. Britain's
; and Israel. The American government's plan was to train Black officers to replace
• attacks
came after two incidents in the previously all white corps.
In the sixties while this was occurring,
:February. The first was the Feb. 16 deaths
• of Anglican Archbishop Janani Luwun and Israel took over from Britain the main role
; two cabinet ministers in Uganda. These of training the Ugandan army. Amin had
; three, on their way to interrogation for received paratrooper training in Israel.
•· charges of plotting a coup against Amin When he visited Tel Aviv in 1968 to attend
: were killed in an "automobile accident. " their independence day, he was given
: Various church figures have suggested Israeli tanks captured from Egypt during
• murder. The second incident was the the June 1967war.
When the Obote regime began to
; barring of Americans from leaving
; Uganda until they met with Amin. This nationalize companies and break
diplomatic relations with Britain because
• was later dropped.
: In response to these, under the guise of of their support of the white supremist
regime in Rhodesia, and when he opposed
: defending "human rights," Carter
• launched a vicious racist attack on Amin British sale of guns to South Africa, Israel
; stating his actions have "disgusted t h� and Britain broke with Obote and began to
• entire civilized world." The State look for a replacement.
Amin had built up a base in the army and
: Department and Senate Foreign Relations
•
favored by Israel and Britain over
was
a
Committee also issued st tements and the
;
latter called on the United Nations to in- Obote who was about to expell Israeli
; vestigate the incidents. Carter met with a forces from Uganda. Israel blocked with
• team of officials including Andrew Young Amin and supplied him with tanks to carry
: and the Pentagon set up a group to con: out his coup against Obote.
Britain greeted the takeover with
: sider ordering the U.S. Aircraft Carrier
and was the first government to
pleasure
u.s.
press also
: Enterprise to move in. The
• fell into line to condemn Amin and applaud recognize Amin's new military regime.
The U.S. government was also operating
; Carter's steps. London issued similar
the scenes. The CIA payed money,
behind
• condemnations. It looked as though some
: kind of military intervention might occur. according to the Feb. 22, 1977 Wall Street
: Reports of atrocities by Amin may well Journal, to Israel during those years.
8 be true but because of tight censorship and Israel then funneled the money out to
: Amin's practice of stifling all dissent, it is various African countries. Uganda was
• difficult to learn the full extent of the one of them. The White House also gave
: repression. Reports from Amnesty In- millions directly to Obote and then to Amin
:·ternational lists over 300,000 killed since from 1962 to 1973 as economic aid:
After Amin's coup in 1971, parliament
: 1971. This is not surprising_ if it is kept in
• mind that Amin rules over a neo.colonial was abolished, political parties were
; regime whose purpose i� to protect the big banned, newspapers were taken over by
the government and murder and torture of
•
moneyed interests.
: The key thing here, however, is the any and all opposition served to terroize
• difference between the minimal reports of the entire population. The victims came
; terror and torture that we hear about in from all sections of society. But most were
: other countries like Iran, Chile, Argentina, students, workers and peasants.
Amin's base of support is among certain
; Brazil and the hysterical campaign
nationalities in the military as well as
• against Amin. Why all of this sudden
:concern to alleviate the misery of the from outside th� country. . A patronage
syst�m keeps thi� supP?rt �e. also has
: Ugandan people? Why isn't Carter also
• denouncing the use of terror and torture by 1 �ont mued some of .�bote s pohc1es. ';fb�
• Vorster in South Africa? Why didn't he say mclude the followmg: the expropnation
: that Vorster or the Shah of Iran had· and expullsion of the country's Asian
popula�ion in 1973. !bose expelled were
: "disgusted the entire civilized world.,
•
Amin has pointed to this hypocrasy when pnmanly small busmessmen. He turned
he wrote to Carter stating that the U. S. this prope�ty oyer �o. his mili�ry sup
• should instruct the U.N. to investigate the porters. Thirty-s1xBnt1Sh comparues were
also turned over to supporters. He broke
• crimes that the U.S. has committed in the
: name of democracy rather than Uganda. ties wi� Israel in 1�.
.
.
�pite these limit� acb�ns agamst
: He cited the mass bombings of Vietnam,
Bntam and Israel, Amm contmued to be
: Cambodia, Korea; the U.S. backed Bay of backed by oth r wes rn powers s h
uc �
t_e
• Pigs invasion of Cuba in 1961; the drop �
• ping of the atomic bomb on Hiroshima and France. But his previous backers had Ill
: Nagasaki . and the assassination of the meantime found that he did not turn
: Congoles� independence leader Patrice out to be the reliable orderly force they
•
had expected when they had helped him
Lumumba.
; it is clear that this sudden campaign come � power. The massive military
; against Amin is designed to turn world expendi.ture and. the constant mass
has. d isrupted the Ugandan
; opinion against him while the U.S. repression
.
e. government and others consider the economy Foreign sales �f coffee, c?tton,
: possibilities of intervening to overthrow cop�r as w�ll as all m�Jor export Items
. mdustrial P!�uction ha.ve severly
:· his regime and replace him with someone and
• better able to promote their interests and decline?. �d this ts what fnghtens the
.
•. maintain a stable neo.colonial rule in a U.S. Bntam and Israel
l
is also a factor in
instab!lity
Politica
continent where revolution is on the rise.
that
fnghtens
these powers.
a
Ug�n
.
?
.-Post Watergate revelations on the CIA
•
show that this has been common policy in Amm s power IS shaky. There have been
several coup attempts al�eady. Uprisin�
the past .
•
These condemnations by Britain, the of students and forces calh ng f�r economic
letter "k" represents the national ; U.S., and Israel are further curious since changes, a!ld. remov�l of A.mm have �
reclamation of our identity and culture ...it • they are the ones that helped put Amin in curred. Th is 10 turn IS causmg the maJor
brings us back closer to our ROOTS, and : power in the first place. Why now, since powers to look for a mor� sta�le
replace� ent to keep. tt pop�labon qwet
the origin of our identity.
• : they knew about his actions for years, are
In the effort to try to &tJropeanize us, • they so concerned with the human rights of and to I nsur� �? mterr�pb�ns of .t�e
eco!lomy. Their conce�n wtth ��� s
Europeans changed changed the spellings·; the Ugandans?
of many Afrikan countries, cities, leaders,, • Idi Amin's career originated with the actions . are a preparation for their mete., with Jhe result that many of our : British rule in Uganda which ended in 1962. terve�tiOn.
. .
n fact �es� powers aid m ov�r
brothers and sisters throughout the entire 1 : Amin, a Muslim Kakwa from the West Nile
U, �
Afrikan world, from Nigeria to • district of Northern Uganda, joined King's throw.mg Amm It wtll not mean any maJ?r
Mississippi, are in confusion.
& African Rifles as a private in 1946. These benefits for .the people of Uganda. It Will
They have changed Kongo to Congo, • were part of the indiginous colonial troops only benefit those who control the
Akkraa to Accra, and Afrika to Africa. : used by the British to control the economy.
.
.
The problems m Uganda, whatever their
Just as it is foolish for an Afrikan in the I population and maintain its empire.
Kongo to spell Kongo with a "c", it is : Within 7 years Amin became a lance- extent, must be solv� by the U�nda�.
y one have the nght to decide �
equally foolish for us as Afrikans living • corporal. In 1953 he fought with the British 'lbe al
future and whether �Y �ant Amm m
own
rs
·
reedom
outside of Afrika, to accept this "c" ; against the Mau Mau f
fighte in
wer or not. �U.S., Bntai�, and Israel
po
sh
Bri
•
ened
.
threa
he
E
as
tha
ti
t
to
y
us.
enya
e
t
ru
define
t
K
seek
l
uropeans
concept
, �d end their mvolven:-el!t 1n the affairs
with. We as a people must reject these : Thousands were killed.
Amm 11 good for the
forms of coiGDialism and neo-eolooiaJism. • At. 1.c1nc1on prepared the way for. of Uganda. Wbetbel'
the
populaUon would
whether
or
country
looked
nC
its
empire
e
c1eeG1oaizi
African
, it
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Black Notes
Zelda Peters
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Life

Tuition Remains the Same at

And

Ivy League College

Living
•

by Albert HawkiDs
Chicago's South side, two miles long, 35th to 54th Streets and State Street to the
Rock Island Railroad on the West, two blocks wide lies the nation's largest public
housing dev opment. Occupying some 95 acres 28 high rise buildings, 16 stories each
house approxunately 23,000 people, mostly all black, including 17,000 children.
Taylor Homes, owned by the Chicago Housing Authority, a municipal corporation,
operated by an independent board of commissioners, was named after Robert R.
Taylor, a black businessman and civic leader and former board chairman of the CHA
'
who died in 1957.
Built to provide decent, safe, and sanitary dwellings for families with incomes
below amounts necessary to rent or buy standard private housing, this development
replaces some 2,000 slum buildings housing 2,500 families, once known as the largest
continuous slum in the United States.
Construction began in December, 1960, and was completed in November, 1962, at an
approximate cost of $72,000.00. Each high-rise building contains 158 units.
Some 17 city and private agencies provide services to this community which lives
up to its name "the inner-city".
Life in Taylor Homes, the nation's largest low-income housing development since
its completion 16 years ago to many is a controversial issue. Education is an outstan
&ng example among the many controversies.
Six elementary schools- Hartigan, McCorkle, Coleman, Beethoven, Farren Ter
rel, anctone high school, DuSable, and Dawson Skills Center are educational fac ties
located in Taylor Homes providing education for the children living in the develop
ment.
"Is quality education being provided?" This is the issue of utmost importance
among both residents and onlookers. It becomes a challenge for both students and
teachers to make use of means available to them. Many federal and local aid �
grams are provided to encourage and assist students, teachers, and parents in mak
ing the best of this educational experience in this experimental living situation.
Noteworthy is the continued reputation of Coleman School, which was in the com
munity even before the development was buil�. Coleman bas the high esteem of all·
faculty is working to provide both quality education and discipline for the boys
gll'ls.
A changeovel' to black principals at Beethoven and Terrel schools has added a new
interest to the instructions and discipline of the students at both schools.
DuSable High School too, had a reputation of quality education long before the
development was built.
'Ibe Dawson Skills Center, a recent addition to the learning program at Taylor
Homes, and part of the City junior colleges, has provided an opportunity for many of
the residents having fmancial, and other problems, a chance to prepare themselves to
earn a living without great expense.
Many !X the people of Taylor Homes are benefitting from the learning op
portunities. The real challenge is on the individual person and family that lives in this'
the true "inner<ity."
On

�

Hanover, N.H. - <I.P.> - Despite more
than a doubling of college costs in the past
decade, an undergraduate education at a
representative Ivy League college takes
no greater share of the average income of
an upper middle class family today than it
did in 1�7, according to an analysis by
Harland W. Hoisington, Jr., director of
financial aid at Dartmouth College.
For the study, Mr. Hoisington postulated
a fictional family with total earnings in
1974 of $30,000, with no or low capital assets
on which to draw, with one working parent
and with two dependent children, one of
whom is in college. This proflle was
selected to represent an upper middle
class family situation where the total
income would normally exclude
scholarship aid but where the pinch of

Publication·Schedule

ili

�

increasing costs of higher education have
been sharply felt.
He said such a family last year would
have been expected to contribute $5,760, or
19.2 percent of its annual income, toward
the overall expenses for one child at
Dartmouth. The College estimated that
$6,300 would cover all expenses !X a
student on a moderate economy budget.
By adjusting the income downward to
correspond to the lower consumer price
index for 1965, a similar family in the same
relative circumstances would have had an
annual income of $16,259, placing it still in
the same 90th income percentile nationally
as the $30,ooo-a-year family 10 years later.
At Dartmouth, the parents of 7 1. 1 per cent
of the students last year were in the
nation's top income quartile.

The Governors State University Stu<Jent Learning
Project: INNOVATOR, is published bi-weekly and will
be mailed to all GSU students and alumni upon
request. To our general readership and possible ad1
.vertiser, we print our deadline for submjtting materia!
and publishing schedule. We will be looking forward ttf
any contacts responsible groups or ibdividuals might
wish to advertise in the pages of the INNOVATOR ..
Interested persons can contact our dffice at �
extension 2260 or write to us at; Governors State
University c/o INNOVATOR, Park Forest South
·IDinois; 60466. We look forward to seeing you in print..
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Innovator Staff

College-

Norma Allen Managing Editor- Editorial
•

·Then

Robert Blue Managing Editor- Layout
•

Herb Williams Senior Editor

and Now

•

Suzanne Haig- Reporter
•

MariaiiHoaatoa

It's getting 80 that when a grandmother goes to college that is no longer news. But
wha t about one who went into college from high school, earned a degree, allowed eons
to slip in between then, and a master's degree now, when abe is a grandmother?
Campus life has changed.
Tben mos t scbools were strait-laced and dependent upon grades. Nearly everyone
attended classes during the day- 9 a.m. to 3:30p.m., or maybe 4 p.m., five days a
wee* and with abut five minutes between classes. Qn 80� campuses there was the
running acrou grounds from one building to another and up or down staris to noo
aircooditioned classrooms . Rainy or snowy days included.
During orientation week fresbmen stood around starry-eyed between tests and also
a little frightful. 1ben if�- cried most !X the nigh t <boys included>.
GSU studenta mila out on all that nostalgia buildiDg "stuff." Students begin as a
seaaooed lot. Two yean or even a degree are in their pockets. 1be campus is not only
encloeed and aircooditioned; one hM from teo minutes or longer between clasaes.
Sometimes days. Better yet- no campus boarding.
ADd becaae there are tbiDp worth mentiooiag about both eras, over tbe aest six
weeks we wiD explore and compare life in a college in tbe early '40's with life in a
university in tbe mid '70's.
ID tbe euUer aituatioa everyone entered collele at about 17 yean olage. Girts and
boys obeyed tbeir pareata, and when tbe boys asked, they expeet.ed tbe Jirla "No!"
War WM only in biatGry boob and with EurGpeana.llost proleaan bad 11'8Y hair and
stooped a Uttle.
At GSU tbeaae bracket is�- Pa--..do not stoop aadfew bave &raY bair.
Sips of put wan are ever with • iD tbe form of direetied for--..., rampa for
tbe undicepped .... families lepU'at.ed beca- of tbe ...ad uG/or fatber's duty
ill a.viaw "UDele" joU1 blm.
Youare blre ...... .
·

Cynthia Buntrik- Business Manager
Myron Petty- Layout

Zelda Peters·Assistant Managing Editor. Typist
Chester Gilmore- Cireulltion

·

Nona Ca..-on·Proofreader- Typist
Randall Charlton- PhetOif'alllrle /leperter
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Ann ual International
C H ICA GO-The first annual Ins with more than
temational UFO Congres100 lectures and seminars; 20 famous
scientists, academicians and Ufologists
and continuous screenings of UFO ra1ms'
wiU be beld on the weekend of June U.2& at
the Pia-Congress Hotel, Chicago.
The conference is being held exacUy 30
yean to the day after private pilot Ken
Arnold sighted nine disc-shaped objects
flying in formation over Mt. Rainier'
Wash.
Arnold, who will be the keynote speaker
at the assembly, compared the motion of
these objects to tha t of "saucers skipping
over water." Shortly thereafter Pendelton
East Oregonian reporter
Bequette
du bbed the phenomena "flying saucers "
and a new era of scientific inquiry began.'
�old w �l discuss , among other expenences, his research into the strange
Maury Island case that ended in the deaths
of two United States airmen. Among other famous and reputable
observers who have sighted UFOs is
President Jimmy Carter who in 1973
said : " I don't laugh at peopl� who sa
they've seen UFOs. l've seen one myself 1
was coming out of a restaura nt with �e
f�ends one night, and !here it was _ a great
b1g saucer full of hght just hovering
'
overhead, flashing."
Cu_rtis Fuller, of Highland Park,
publisher of Fate Magazine and sponsor of
the conference, expects 5 ooo people to
attend, jncluding interested laymen and

sui

y

·

UFO Congress:

that these phenomena are psycho-kinetic
and that the human mind manipulates
energy to create these occurences .
"'lbe growing excitement concerning
"Those who subscribe to the psycho
rs
Encounte
the new $14,000,000 fllm 'Close
of the 'lbird Kind,' and the recent item in kinetic theory," be said, "are in the midst

UFO buffs from around the world, as well

as students, academicians, and writers.

U.S. News and World Report that the
will make some 'unsettling.
disclosures about UFOs before the year is
out based on CIA information , bas
heightened interest in the whole field of
ps!cbic phenomena and extratertres rial
bemgs,'' Fuller said at a news conference
y
here t
oda .
Others at the news conference who will
speak at the congress included : Prof. J .
Allen Hynek, Director of the Center for
UF<? Studies in Evanston, Dl., and
Chairman of the Northwestern Universi ty
astronomy department, who will discuss
"What l Really_Believe A�ut UFO's."
Ms. Betty Hill, who w1th her husband,
Barney, was a victim of the most famous
abduction incident in flying saucer annuals when in 1961 they were kidnaped by
some UFO occupants and subjected to
physical examinations, will discuss some
of ber never-before-related experiences.
Dr . J. Gordon, Melton , author ,
Methodist minister, and director of the
lns��te for the Study of ��can
REhgJon, Evanston, Dl., who will discuss
similari ties between UFO sightings and
recent a ppariti�ns of Tbe Virgin Mary.
D_r· Melton_ pomted out �t � are two
maJOr tbeor�es on UFO s1ghtings : one is
that the UFOs are manned by extraterrestrial beings, the other maintains

g�emmen�

of a major debate as to whether 'we' are
controlling 'them' or whether they are in
control of us. In other words, is there a
purpose or no purpose in the
manifestations of these phenomena."
Other authorities who will speak, con
duct workshops and show films of their
research at the Congress include:
James Harder, professor in biomedical
engineering at the University of California
at Berkeley ; David M . Jacobs, assistant
professor of history at Temple University ;
Raymond A. Palmer, publisher of Space
World ; Frank Salisbury, professor of plant
physiology, Utah State University ; Ber
thold Eric Schwarz, M.D., psychiatrist and
researcher into psychic aspects UFO
reports � and Dr. Jacques Vallee, com
puter expert, former associate of Dr.
Hynek, and author of five books on space
phenomena.
Among the subjects to be discussed
and/or debunked at the Congress are The
CIA-FBI Coverup; The Case For and
Against Astronauts; Fans, Fanatics, and
the Fringe; The UFO Controversy, and
Messa ges From Space.
Cost of the three-day Congress will be
$30 on the day of registration, and $25 in
advance to the International UFO
Congress , 500 Hyacinth Place, Highland
Park, 60035.

Professor's Article is Publish�

Sang-0 Rhee, University Professor
Health Services Administration, School
of Health Science at Governors State
University, became the author of a .new
article published in the Journal of Health
and Social Behavior which is one of the
major journals published by the American
Sociological Association.
In the article, " Relative Importance of
Physicians' Personal and Situational
Characteristics for the Quality of Patient
Care", Dr. Rhee has attempted to
determine the relative importance of
physicians' personal characteristics <type
of medical school attended, time in
practice, and degree of specialization) and
physicians' work settings ( type of
ambulatory care settings and type of
hospitals) for the quality of patient care.
The study found that: ( 1 ) Physicians'
personal work environments had more
influence on the quality of care than ditt
�eir_ former medical training, which
� m�hes that variatiog in present behaviors
IS more an outcome of the characteristics
of the work situation than of what people
have earlier internalized, ( 2 ) the Graduates : Are there Performance
·
Orgamza
. t•1ona1 1 nnuence was less strong Differences in Practice? " This articl
·ll
for the �ore trai�e? · but stronger for the pro_vide very critical Wormation t!
less tram� physJctans, and (3) hospital ' pohcymakers as well as the general public
�ork settings had distinct attributes that j who will have direct contact with th
� nfluenced the behavior of physicians, 1 foreign trained medical doctors ·
1 n d � J? e n_d e n t l y
of
p h y s i c i a n s ' · study will clear up some of the n a r e
qualifications. The finding will enhance cri ticisms directed at the physiciaeg 1�
the roles of administrators in health received medical training in ore��gn
0
·
services in assuring the quality of medical medical schools. A similar study IS
gomg
on a t Johns Hopkins. He are pleased to
care .
.
.
A prev1ous art�cle wa� published by- ; know that a G SU-HSA faculty member has
Mecbcal C��e, an mternabooal publication , � n the leading researcher in this
and an off1c1al Journal of American Public· Important area .
Health Association for the Medical Care D r. Rbee has been engaged in rev·e · g
Section_. . This
art �cle,
" Factors· a rti eles submit ted to the major jo�a��
Determmmg �e Qual_1ty of Physician he�th _services administration and wil
Perf�rmance �� Pallen� Care" has · actJ v� m reviewing new publications.
receiV� world-w1de � t�enbon. It has been , He JS planning to develop a center for
reco�zed as a class1c m the eva luation of H ea l t h S ervi ces R esea rch a n d
phys1c1an performance i n the quality of De velopment on the GSU campus Se er 1
care.
�aculty members have expr� � �
.
Another art�cle .�o
published in July m �rest !n. this and he would like to h �
1977 , deals w1th Umted States Medical
t r opm10ns of his developing such a
Graduates Versus Foreign Medica-I!P�o
_grf!q\� .
of
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Students Run
Legal Service s
East Lansing, Mich. - CI.P.) - The ten
volunteer students who run Legal Ser
vices, a student organization at Michigan
State University, are currently working to
develop a program that would provide, at
a cost of about 50 cents a year, prepaid
legal insurance for all MSU students.
A student referendum would guarantee
free legal representation to financially
needy students by area attorneys, and
make MSU's student Legal Services one of
the most comprehensive and potentially
effective student legal aid offices. The
yearly tax of 50 cents per student would be
used to create a student legal assistance
fund, explained Mark Moore, student
coordinator of the fund.
Moore stated that most students do not
qualify for assistance from inexpensive
legal aid agencies because their parents'
incomes and their tuition are considered
part of their personal assets. Court
appointed attorneys are available only for
serious criminal offenses.
" The problems students have' " Moore
said, "are predominantly in the areas of
civil litigation - such as landlord/tenant
conflicts - or are minor criminal cases such as traffic citations.
"Since most students lack the funds to
hire counsel, their cases - and their rights
- are often summarily treated, with the
students ending up as losers. The fund
wo�d guarantee students the opportunity
to v1gorously defend their rights. "
Legal Services, c;reated i n the mid1960's, came into existence to fill the
vacuum in the student legal aid area. MSU
was one of the firSt universities in the
�ti:Oh to allqw s �de9ts t P, � rrpresen�ed
bf le�al courlcelors at uruvhSit)' jddlc1dty!>
heanngs.
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Minister Farrakhan Intervievved
On Ugandan Televisio�
Malik Hakim
Part I
During a recent national television
broadcast here members of the Ugandan
media interviewed Minister Abdul H. Farrakhan on a wide range of thought- provoking topics. The journalists and television
producers expressed a keen curiosity in a
spectrum of issues, including: how AfroAmericans view President Idi Amin; how
the World Community of Islam ( WCIW)
evolved from the · Nation of Islam ; the
kinds of obstacles faced by Muslims in the
United States ; and the current status of
the Black activist movement in the U.S.
Minister Farrakhan, who has spread the
message of Islam for 23 years, said that he
was heading a delegation of Black journalists to Uganda because President Amin
had invited him to "examine the situation
here and report to our people and to the
American people so that we might dispel
the dark clouds of confusion which have
been produced by the American propaganda machine." The Muslim spokesman last
visited this East African nation in the summer of 1975 when he attended the
Organization of African Unity (D.A.U. )
Summit Conference.
Concerning the widespread charges in
the Western media that Mr. Amin has butchered his fellow citizens and persecuted
Christians, Farrakhan observed : "If my
Muslim brother in Uganda is being
maligned by the Western press, it is my
duty first as a Muslim to remember that
the Holy Quran says that if a disbeliever
brings you news about a believer, look
carefully into it lest you harm a people in
ignorance."
.lllething that the Zionist press managers
"are not believers in Allah, nor in Islam,"
the WCIW representative stressed that
"when they say that my brother, Life
President Idi Amin is waging a war
against Christians in Uganda,. that he is
guilty of violating the human rights of
Ugandan people, I cannot know in
America whether this is true or false.
Therefore I must come and se:e whether
the cry that is made in the Western press is
true. And if I fmd that the Western press
bas lied against my brother and against
Uganda, then it is my solemn duty as a
Musllm, regardless of the cooaequences,
to speak the truth even if I have to die on
tbattruth."
,

Fa rrakhan related that, contrary to grisly pictures painted in papers such as the
New York Times, when he and his compa
nions walked the streets of Uganda they
found peace and order. "The people are
your best witness," he noted. "We saw a
quiet, calm, serene movement among the
people. We know that in every govern
ment, whether it is civilian or military,
there are bound to be excesses-people
who are so drunk with power that when
you put a pistol or gun in their hands, they
feel they have the right to abuse their own
people. We know that that is going on in
Uganda because we've experienced it in
America from our own kind. But we cannot
on the scale of justice balance that scale by
just reporting the negative when there is a
whole scale of positive things that must be
put on the scale so that we can get a
balanced reading. "
"What we must determine," he added
"is whether or not this government is good
for the Ugandan people. Is this govern
ment doing the things that are necessary
to liberate, to educate, to motivate, to in
spire Ugandans to rise up and take their
destiny into their hands. And I have
already seen evidence of this and this I can
report easily to the American people."
When a reporter from the "Voice of
Uganda," asked if Afro-American as well
as white journaliSts in the U.S. were pro
ducing vicious articles about his nation,
the Muslim minister replied, "We cannot
say that it is just whites who are writing
evil reports against President Amin, but
what we must see historically is that there
are Blacks who are under the control and
influence of powerful whites, and,
therefore, whenever these whites train
their little lap-dogs to go out and bark at
another Black man, these Black lap-dogs
will bark, but they will not be barking from
their own minds. They will be speaking
and mouthing the words of the hidden
culprit who hides behind Black faces.
Even though you have Black people who
speak out against President Amin in the
United States, if you look behind them you
wiU probably see government control,
Jewish titutes, social prostitutes, and
religious prostitutes who don't care who
they get in bed with."

(Continued from Poge 3)
monthl

they placed me in a training
program. From there I became an anchor

one time she even had to eat spalbetti with
no sauce because she wu so broke.

However, she di�'t want any help
A good anchor penon or reporter must because she wanted to belp benelf.
be able to 1 ) read, 2) interpret in a short
All three panel members concurred that
period of time, and 3) must peruse it, their only means of power was through the
collect yourself and report it quickly.
support of the community. They said the
I started by reading every daily community sbould be more active in
newspaper each day.''
writing letters to the stations, pro <r con,
U you want to improve your skills you
and take more interest in what is being fed
should begin on a daily basis to read every to them.
single story in the paper because this wiU
Russ Ewing expressed the same con
help you to identify the different kind of cerns about community support at Sun
writing styles. You must then develop your day's session. He said the community
own style and begin to write your own should be more involved in media at large.
stories - one sport, one soft (human in
He was once a fireman until he got fed up
terest) , and one hard (accident) . Then and decided there had to be a better way to
review the story. After you've done this for make a living. He then went to Nor
6 to 8 months, start monitoring different
thwestern and majored in �ychology.
stations and decide on your style ac
After leaving Northwestern he wrote a
.cording to your taste and the market and book which a publisher happened to read
which way you're going to go with your and he was offered a job writing news
style.
shows for NBC.
Next, write the stations to inquire how
" Investigative reporting can be a very
you can secure employment. They wiU tell lonely profession" stated Ewing. "In
you what kind of experience you will need. vestigative reporters must assume that
According to what they teU you, get the everyone is a lie. Then your reports will
experience that you need even if you have build around that which you can prove."
to go to some small town to get it. Af
When asked if there was such a thing as
terward, go back to the station and inform 'equal opportunity in the radio and T.V.
them of your experience and ask them industry Russ Ewing replied, "There is not
what else you will need.
a major business or company in this
Naurice Roberts said that one of the country that hires Blacks on an equal
problems of those who aspire to go into the basis. Equal opportunity doesn't mean a
radio and T.V. industry is that they want to thing. That's why they put equal op
hit the big time too fast. Experience has to portunity signs near the toilet - because
be gained here and there first. She said you they're a bunch of crap' '.
have to struggle and make sacrifices and
that she was proud of her own struggle. At (Continued on Page 7)
penon.

l d i A min confers with

Malik Hakim over Ugandan issues.

Farrakhan reminded his listeners of the
long record of attempts by the status-quo
media to sabotage Black leadership in the
U.S. "When Marcus Garvey stood up
among us, if was Blacks who tried to
destroy Garvey at the suggestion of a pro
paganda machine. When Adam Clayton
Powell was lynched politically · in
Washington, it was blacks who did not sup
port him at the suggestion of a white
controlled media. And again, when the late
Honorable Elijah Muhammad stood up in
America to speak out boldly for justice for
Black people, there were many Blacks
whom whites just pushed out and said,
'Speak against him, he's teaching race
hatred ; speak against him, he's anti
Christian ; speak against him, he's anti
integration. And so these Blacks spoke.
And so I believe it is our duty as represen
tatives of the Black American community
to find the truth and then to go back and
teach our people the truth. "
Asked about the different liberation
strategies used by the Honorable Elijah
Muhammad and his son, the Honorable
Wallace D. Muhammad, Minister Far
rakhan reflected : "ifhe Nation of Islam
under the leadership of the Honorable Eli
jah Muhammad stressed a sort of Black
nationalism because we felt and we still
feel that we cannot team to love others
befcwe we ftrst learn to love ourselves. We
cannot be a good neighbor to Arabs or to
Caucasians or even to our African brothers
until we are first good neighbors among
ourselves. In the United States, in a radat
country, 1n a predominantly white COWl·
try, we were systematically taught to hate
the blactness of our skin. And so the late
Honorable Elijah Muhammad taught us to
love our blackness , to be proud of our
blackness. He taught us to love our African
heritage, our African roots . He taught us to
get up and do for ourselves.

"His son, the Honorable Wallace D.
Muhammad, has seen that nationalism
has a part to play, but that Islam is a
universal creed. He knew that his father's
message was only for a time and a season.
That message was first to give us root and
love in ourselves and then that message
would have to give way to the perfect
message of the Quran. Islam does not
separate or segregate by means of race, or
color or national boundary, or by caste or
by class. And so, by using the term 'World
Community of Islam in the West,' the
Honorable W.D. Muhammad wants to
broaden the mentality of Muslims to see
that we are not just a nation, but that
Islam is indeed a world.''
Questioned about the potential power of
Afro-Americans to help steer U.S. policy
towards Africa in a humane direction,
Farrakhan offered this insight : "I believe
that Africa and the Third World have a
most powerful friend, but that friend is
asleep in some 30 to 40 million Blacks." He
emphasized that Afro-Americans can
learn a crucial lesson from the six million
Jews in the United States who, despite
their relatively smaU numbers, are so
fiercely united and so passionately con
cerned about the welfare of Israel that
"the State Department and the Congress
will make no policy towards Israel that
will alienate six million Jews." Therefore,
. concluded the Muslim minister, "once we
have awakened our Black brothers in
America, once we have achieved economic
and political maturity, do you think that
we will sit by and watch the United States
government make a negative policy
towards Africa, towards our own kith
kin over here? No we will not. We
there in America fight to make America be
the just, freedom-loving country that she
claims to be."

Job Opportunities at Metropolitan
Life Insurance
There is one light at the end of the job
tunnel for the college graduate.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company has
approximately 200 positions open now in
the Chicago area for qualified men and
women who wish to become sales
representatives.
"We're looking for bright, personable
college graduates, " says James R. Flynn,
vice president in charge of Metropolitan's
Great Lakes Head Office in Aurora.
"College training is a plus because the
insurance sales representative today is
quite different from the agent who
collected money house-to-house years ago.
"Today's sales representative is a
professional who is as involved in helping
clients in personal financial planning as in
selling, " Flynn says.
He pointed out that an insurance sales

career offers a qualified candidate op
portunities for a virtually unlimited in·
come potential.
Interested candidates are encouraged to
call any of Metropolitan's 36 district sales
offices in the Chicago area (list is at
tached) where district sales managers are
prepared to set up initial interviews.
Flynn stated that Metropolitan is
committed to the Chicago area and hopes
that by expanding its sales force, it will be
providing satisfying careers for many
individuals as well as faster and more
efficient service to policyholders, present
and future.
Metropolitan, with more than $10 billion
of life insurance in force in greater
Chicago involving 2,235 million insured
people, last year made payments to
policyholders ctnd beneficiaries in the area
totaling $179 million.

Big Jim Is His N ame,

Fighting Is His Game

by: Matthew A. Koswenda
Joey said, "I 'll tell my parents." I saidy,
"Not me I will get even."
My parents didn't believe the story I
made up and I was beaten again. Then I
began my plan; I read comic books and
sent for the books on exercise and boxing,
judo etc. Then I made a punching bag,
made Joey practice with me, kept exercis
ing < I was 12)
I stayed aay from Big J�m - but one day
while playing with cross1 eyed-Donald destiny. We were sailing our ships in a
mud puddle - Big Jim stepped on them.
Firstmy Humprey Bogart act - pow I'm on my butt - it didn't work. Now I
prayed my Joe Louis boxing book would
come through. The fight ended in my being
badly beaten up - bloody nose, closed eye,
11 stitches. I did damage him but what's a
black eye and some cuts? ! !
My parents were angry so I told them
the truth. My dad understood but couldn't
agree with me that next time I'll get even.
Now 12 years have passed. Mter the
fight Big Jim never talked to me again,
and they moved away two years later ; I'm
home after the Army and guess who I
see? ! ! Big Jim with an ugly-fat woman
and three kids too ugly too live. I'm bigger

This story of good beating evil takes
place in a slum on the Southwest side of
Chicago. Our hero is just a great kid who is
beaten up by a dummy who is four years
older and much larger. <The guy was 16
and in sixth grade).
I had many idols ; Joe Louis, Ernie
Banks, Mickey Mantle, and Humprey
Bogart. I al�ays escaped from reality by
dreaming-being someone else.
Big Jim was from a broken home ; his
father left when he was three. His mother
was a sickly woman who lived with
another man. ( In a Catholic Polish
Mexican area in 1959 that was a no-no.) His
brothers hated him, his new dad hated
him, all the gang hated him - because he
was a bully.
Big Jim could fight well - no one ever
beat him. People never wanted to fight me
because I looked so tough - I wore glasses
and a tag that said I was a bleeder.
One day big Jim asked my friend Joey
(who was the smallest kid in class) for a
dime. Joey didn't have it so he got beaten
up. When I jumped in I got beaten up. Both
of us were a mess and very humiliated.

than he is now and in great shape after my
jungle exercises.
We're in a restaurant. I walked over and
said, "Do you know who I am?" He said,
"No." I said, "My name is Matt Koswen
da, you pea brain and I 'm the guy you used
to beat up in school 12 years ago, and I ' m
_
gomg
t o make you eat your coffee cup.' '
Big Jim looked a t me, and his wife grab
bed him. He said, "Look we were kids, and
I cut in," Wrong, you were a punk and you
are a punk you enjoyed beating people who
couldn't fight back ! ! ! "
Looking at the "group" I said, "maybe
you're right being married to a woman
that ugly is punishment enough." He
jumped up - "lets go outside." "As soon
as we got through the door he jumped me
from behind. Instinct instilled in me by a
Korean instructor in the Army made me
move and kick tis shin - scrapping it
from knee to ankle. I had a choke on him
and wanted to crush his neck - then I look
ed at his face and felt no hate - his kids
were crying.
I got up and picked him up - and said
"You humiliated me countless times and
got me in trouble, but I don't have you now
- you creep."

(i () () ))
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Cultural Linguistic Training Seminar
children have been directly instructed
with Cultural Linguistic theory and
methodology. Thousands
more have
benefited fro M the Approach as concerned
and dedicated Black teachers and parents
have used the Approach in their search for
an answer to the educational genocide
their children experience daily in the
schools.
It is because of these concerned and
determined people that the Cultural
Linguistic Approach is offering its First
Annual Teaching Training Seminar. The
Semi na r will concentrate on the most
crucial educational issues confronting us
today :
I. Curriculum Development
This workshop will explore the curriculum materials prepared by the
Cultural Linguistic Appraoch as well as
demonstrate to participants bow they
prepa.re their own curriculum materials to
fit their own respective needs .

Education is an important element in the
struggle for human rights. It is a means to
help our People rediscover their identity
and thereby increase self-respect. Education is our passport to the future, for
tomorrow belongs to the People who
prepare for it today.
These words spoken by EI-Hajj Malik
EI-shabazz clearly reflect the position of
the Cultural Linguistic. Approach. The
Cultural Linguistic Approach is one of the
few nationally-oriented educational
programs which has for ten years consistently used the Black child _ his culture
and traditions - as the center of its
educational materials and methodology.
Many years of serious research, study
and experience have resulted in the
publication of teaching materials which
practice what the Approach teaches :
the Black child is not culturally deprived,
the Black child is not incapable ol highly
abstract learning,
the Black child is able to learn anything
when his culture ia interwoven into the cur-

Mrikan child from Imotep to Stevie .
Wonder. The child thus views himself as
the most important element in his learn
ing. The Mrikan child is then being taught
to lead, not to follow.
II. Making Methodology Work
This workshop will explore the unique
teaching/learning methodology and
USISPU developed by the Approach.
USISPU is used to teach the child in all
areas and is flexible enough to allow for
teacher innovation and the individual
needs which each child has.
Making methodology work will look
seriously at what teachers do in the Children find cultural approach to learniag
classroom and how they teach. The stimulating. For more info. on seminar c:all
workshop will demonstrate the relation Dr. Under, 268-7500 .
ship between teachers and parents with
respect to the education of their children
by showing that education is cooperation
between home and school.

III. Classroom Environment
Classroom environment <how your
Cultural
Linguistic
curriculum classroom looks> is an often overlooked
ma terials include social studies manuals area in teaching seminars. Classroom en
language
arts manuals, mathema
vironment influences everything that is
.
ent
riculum and learning environm
ls
Nearly 10,000 elementary schoo l manua and science manuals suitable for taught in the classroom thus, it can act as
pre«bool to fourth grade. AU materials a detriment or stimulant to tbe
reflect the culture and traditions ol tbe teaching/learning process.
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AFT President Testifies
on Illinois Govern ment
Ms. Margaret Schmid, President of the
American Federation of Teachers, local
3500,. bargaining agent for academic
employees in the five universities in the
B rd o� Governors university system,
�
wlll testtfy on the structure of higher
ed�cation at the May 5 public hearings in
Ch1cago
on
Execu t i v e
Branch
Reorganization o f the Illinois State
Government. Ms. Schmid's testimony will
deal
with
quest ions of collective
bargaining, institutional autonomy, and
the representation of the interests of public
higher education.
Schmid's testimony will point out that,
although the Board of Governors has
authorized
collective bargaining
for
academic employees at the five univer
sities in the BOG university system the
reorganization proposed by the Illinois
fask Force on
Governm ental Re
organization nowhere discusses that

topic. Since the proposed reorganization

would entail abolition of the Board of
serious
Governors, there would be
questions concerning the status of that
collective bargainin g authoriza tion.
Further, the proposed reorganization does
not address the question of where the
collectiv e
authorize
to
authority
bargaining for academic employees in the
public universities would rest, and does
not specify appropriate and legitimate
mechanisms for determination of such
collect ive
appropri ate
as
issues
bargaining units, the composition of such
units, or regulations for collective
bargaini ng. According to Schmid's
testimony, "The Board of Governors
unilateral and secret determination of
these issues in the Board of Governors
university system has not been accepted
as legitimate by the faculty, and has
exacerb ated rather than resolve d

problems."
Schmid's testimony will also question
the vague and sometimes contradictory

language describing the authority of the
Board of Higher Education and the newly
constituted institutional boards in the
proposed reorganization. Her testimony
asserts "Lack of clarity concerning what
decisions are to be made by whom has
in
evoked concern that legitimate
stitutional differences and the autonomy
essential to informed decision-making and

creativity will be lost."
Schmid's testimony will also point out
that the proposed reorganization does
nothing to clarify the relationship between
public and private higher education.
According to the testimony, "The Board of
Higher Education is given considerable
power over institutions of the interests of
those institutions. In light of the State's
commitment to public higher education,
this is an issue which needs to be ad
dressed."

(Con tinu ed from Page 6)

·

As the conference drew to a close we
recapped the most important messages
which rang out loud and clear throughout
the entire three days. Don't try to hit the
big time too fast. Get that experience,
develop your skills, be positive consistent
and most of all persistent. With a littl�

luck, a lot of hard work, and a few contacts
who knows what could happen?
Each of the celebrities should be com
mended for taking the time from their
busy schedules to come out and talk with
us, along with Dr. Beverly and his
assistant, Melvin Jackson for co
ordinating such as informative organized
conference.
And hats off to you Cecil Hale for
bringing to the community something they
couldn't ha ve gotten anywhere else.

--------�-.- - , --------��-
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Professional Hair Service
JohnSon Products
Jobnsop Pnlducts Co. , Inc. bas enlared
its � and Development Testing
Salon f�� and invites you take ad
vantage!.ef . tbe professional hair care
services. · ·· . ble free to indivi duals 18
years o . over.
tly testing the use of
We
.: :
tbe "natural" hair style,
produc� . .
product& _, when straightening the hair
with the;_.. cOmb and also products·for

�

'

,...

by

chemically relaxing <perm) the hair.
Stop in at our Testing Salon for a free
hair evaluation by one of our licensed
operators or call:
Johnson Products Co., Inc.
Research and Development Test Salon
8522 S. Lafayette Ave.
Chicago, Illinois 60620
483-4100/Ext. 435 or 436
Sorry, no bleached or tinted hair.

.

'' As A Critic Sees It

Bernie ·ea.ey,

"the former receiver of
the Ra� and 49ers,'' gives a superb per
formance as he portrays George Jackson,
one of the rolmer Soledad Brothers who
was serving a life sentence for being black
as well as being in the wrong place at the
· wrong time.
For aU of you "Superfly'' fans, your star,
<demented insult to the screen) Ron
O'Neal himself, makes an appearance, but
his message is much more positive in this
film.
Vonetta McGee, who portrays Angela
Davis in more than 75 percent of the
scenes, is very touching and also an ex
cellent a ctress in a too-brief encounter
with her audience. Ms. McGee wasn't
quite realistic enough to portray the ( rea))
Angela Davis, but was about as much or so
as can be expected, due to her personal
background as "Max Julien's woman."
The main grievance I bad about her por
trayal was that she was more involved
with the relationship between George
Jackson, tha.n her real purpose in the
"movement. " I found this bard to accept
because of being fortunate enough ta hear

Ms. Davis speak prior to this movie, and it
quite the contrary to the image Warner
Brothers was projecting of Angela Davis
of today.
I, for one, found the movie quite enter
taining, as well as extremely shocking to
my emotions. Therefore, I was able to sit
through the picture twice.
For the most part almost everyone in the
theatre, I feel, found it equally as touching
at various intervals throughout the movie.
I also plan to see it again.
I was not very acquainted with the
autobiography of George Jackson,
However, after leaving the theatre I did
much to get acquainted with him by
researching his short life, examining his
purpose as well as his accomplishments.
His life was the Movement _which he and
Angela Davis totally committed
themselves to. It was for this Movement
that he died. And it was this "system" that
caused his death.
"Brothers" is a fitting epitaph for young
Jackson's brief, but brilJiant life.
Next issue: "The Greatest" . . . the story
you only think you know . . . The Life of
Muhammad Ali.
is
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VA Education Loans Doubled
Education loans for veterans have
nearly doubled in a year, Veterans
Administration reported today.
VA Approved 1,516 education loans
during March, the largest monthly total
since the program was started two years
ago. During March, 1976, 870 were
approved.
More than 16,500 loans worth $10 million
had been granted through 1976.
VA makes educational loans, up to a
maximum of $1,500 per academic year, to
needy veterans and dependents beyond
regular VA allowances to meet
educational costs. Applications come from
veteran students enrolJed under the GI BilJ
and from deJjendents using the dependents
educational program.
Loans are limited to students enrolled in
a school in the United States, its territories
and possessions, the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico or the Canal Zone.
Applicants must be enrolled on a half
time basis or more in courses leading to a

standard college degree, or in a program
of at least six months duration which leads
to a professional or vocational objective.
No loans are made for correspondence,
flight, high school or on-the-job training.
Applicants first must apply for a
guaranteed student loan administered by
HEW. If they are turned down for the HEW
loan, or fail to get the full amount, they can
be considered by VA.
Repayment of principal and interest is
deferred until nine months after the
student ceases enrollment. Full payment
is due within 10 years and nine months. No
interest is charged until the beginning of
the repayment period. At that time
interest starts on the unpaid balance at the
rate of 7 per cent per annum. There is no
prepayment penalty.
A 3 per cent fee is deducted from the face
amount of the loan to provide an insurance
fund for defaults.
Complete loan information is available
from veterans representatives on campus
or local VA offices.

NEW CLIN IC
Glorie Kemper and Mary Lou Ley
Boyer, graduates of the Communication
Science Program of the College of Human
Learning and Development have joined
Psychologists and Educators, Inc. as
counselors. Psychologists & Educators,
Inc. is a new counseling clinic in Park
Forest set up to serve the South Suburban
Communities.
Ms. Kemper, M.A., is specializing in
counseling children and in helping
individuals with divorce problems. Ms.
Boyer, M.A., is providing marriage and
family therapy. Their associates at the
c l i n ic a re Alan Politte, M . S . ,
administrator and Dr. Stanley McDonald,
clinical director.
Other members of the clinic are Larry
E. Anthony, M.A., Jacque K. Boyer, M.A.,
Jean Livingston, A.C.S.W., Daniel R.
Mccarron, M.S., John C. Miller, A.C.S.W.
and Garry Prouty.
The clinic is providing individual and
group psychotherapy, marriage and
family therapy, biofeedback training,
psychodiagnostic evaluations, speech
therapy, learning disabilities testing and
remediation and personnel evaluations
and consultations.
A champagne-open house was held on
May 4 and May 5 with over sixty guests
attending. Some or the guests included
Drs. Ana Kong, Waldemar Ostermann,
and James Smith, former instructors and.
advisors of Ms. Kemper and Ms. Boyer at
GSU. The CHILD professors expressed
great satisfaction in seeing that skills
acquired at GSU are being utilized in
service to the community.
Psychologists and Educators, Inc. is
located at the Norwood Plaza, 24'48
Western Avenue, Suite 18, P�' <fes
Their telephone number is 748-09M.

$1,000 Award

F o r M a na ge m e nt

R E S EA R C H
send only one dollar (to cowr
our
,o.tagfl) for your copy
lltest mail-order catalog of over
1 • 7,000 research papers.
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PARK FOREST SOUTH, Ill. - A maximum cash award of
$1,000 is offered to employees of Governors State University
and four other Illinois state universities in a management
improvement project incentive award program.
The Board of Governors of State Colleges and Universities
wants creative ideas to improve the administration and
management of institutions in the BOG system, with project
reports to be submitted to the central office by June 15, 1977.
A form will be made available for this purpose.
The level of the award, with a maximum cash of $1,000 wilJ
depend on the rating given a contribution on a scale from 1 to
10. Employees of Governors State University may telephone
university extension 2194 or visit the university personnel
office for further information.
For an employee to win, the project need not necessarily
result in substantial direct cost reductions, although this is
one of the evaluative criterion. Projects that increase
productivity, reduced turn-around time, improve morale, or
expand services are also eligible to win.
Evaluative criteria include:
-General applicability to campus operations.
-Portability to other campuses.
-Cost reduction.
-Increase in productivity.
-Increase in efficiency.
-Uniqueness.
-Increase in effectiveness.
Any employee who develops and implements an activity,
program, process, or procedure that results in the im
provement of institutional management during the current
and subsequent fiscal years, will be given the opportunity to
submit a report on his/her project for evaluation by the MIP
<Management Improvement program) Evaluation com
mittee. The individual with the best program, judged on
criteria, wiJI be given a recognition certificate by the Board
. J and a cash award.
I
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8unky Green
Marshal l Thompson

Jodie
John

E�nuel Cran shaw
Bi 1 \ Yanc.ey
Joe Da l e�
Cu rti s Pr i nc e
J.·rr. f'\y E. I I i s
G eo rqe Be an
B ob Dogan
Robert S hy

C hri sttan

Young
Freeman

Yon
B i \\y Howe\\
G eor9e Freet'T\a
Erich
AI
Le Roy Jackson
Bi\\ We\ ser
3 to 8 p.rn.
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Male Shake Dancing - Something For The Ladies

The Silver Streaker appears before cap
tive audience < a bove) and without his
dance attire < left ) .

Professor Seeks Insomniacs

B1 Zelda Peters
ent only to
Ladies, do you ever get tJ.red ot gomg out for an evenmg of entertamm
enter
constantly see a female shakedancer? Well here's a twist. Last Saturday I was
change.
a
was
it
me,
believe
And
change.
a
for
er
shakedanc
tained by a male
know
Every part of his body was painted silver from head to toe. How do I
his entire
off
shaking
finished
he
after
Well
silver?
painted
was
TIDNG
EVERY
costume, there wasn't much that I didn't know!
got into
Matt Smith, the shakedancer, told me in an interview after the show how he
to tell me I
such a profession. "I've always danced since I was a kid and people used
might as well get paid for it.
began
I began dancing with a group and one day my costume fell off. The audience
profes
to applaud and to throw money on the floor. Ever since then I've been dancing
in New
sionally as a shakedancer, and have danced all over the city, suburbs, and
York and Los Angeles. I'm known as the Silver Streaker."

Focu s on Exce llenc e
Today, a s I read through professional and semi-professional journals, I a m struck
by the appearance of two seemingly competing themes. One is that higher education
ucate t e whole person; it should attempt to unify knowledge ; it
should strive to
_
an mtegratmg perspective on social change. In sum, it should attempt
should provtde
to grapple with the reality of "how everything affects everything else. "
At Governors State University we must deal directly with the duality of careerism
and the liberal arts. Don't misunderstand me. I believe that the liberal arts, when
properly understood, are integral to educationally respectable "careerism".
Education can focus too narrowly on the vocational. When it does, education loses
much of its essential richness.
Converse!�, if the abstract is emphasized to the detriment of career preparation,
the student ts also poorly served. Alfred North Whitehead, perhaps, summed it up
best when he noted that there is no adequate technical education which is not liberal
and no liberal education which is not technical. We must consider the proper rol�
which both technique and intellectual vision must play for ,our students.
Our students should expect that they can leave Governors State University with the
competence, based upon knowledge and ability, to succeed in the careers they have
chosen. After all, we know that most of our students are here to prepare for careers
they would not be eligible for, were it not for a college education.
I recognize that, and � am comfortable with it. In this highly technological society,
however, when change ts occurring at a greatly accelerated pace, our students must
able to accommodate to change. A student competent in the technology of en
VIronmental science today will not be so within five years if he does not keep abreast
of his field.
We must instill in our students the sure knowledge that things will change, that the
students themselves must change, and that they must acquire the most important
"skill" of all-the ability to recognize and master the daily challenges to learn anew.
In short, our students must have a general education in addition to career
preparation.
We could spend the next fifty years splitting hairs over the question of what a
general education should mean for our students. And yet we all have a sense of what
we mean. The Governors State University Liberal Education Project has identified a
number of liberal education competencies our students should acquire.
As a start, let us examine those competencies, modify them, if we wish, so that most
of us are satisfied that the competencies can serve our students. Then let us devise a
curriculum to achieve them. We must make every effort to insure that each graduate
of this University has received an overview, and a sense of int�rrelatedness and
wholism. It is an immense task. I do not underestimate the complexity. Neither do I
underestimate the importance.
Students - We are not responsible for the academic ability of our students when
they walk in our doors. But the buck must stop here. While we cannot control what our
students know, and while we recognize their varying abilities when they arrive, we
must establish and maintain a standard of excellence they must obtain before they
graduate.
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lndividuals havin� prob ems either falling asleep or waking up frequently during
_
the mght
on a chrome basts may be eligible to participate in an insomnia treatment
rogram
under the supervision of Dr. Perry Nicassio, Professor of Behavioral Studies
p
m C �. The goa of the program is to assist the insomiac in developing self-control
over hts/h�r sleepmg probl�m throughthe use of strategies that are designed to teach
t e
hav10r of sl�pmg dt �ectly. !fi ghJy �otivated individuals who do not present
_ msomma by taking sleeping
his tortes of managmg thetr
pills or other medications are
preferred. Please contact Dr. Nicassio, at Ext. 2528 if you are interested in over
coming your sleep difficulty and in participating the research program.
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Park Fores t Comp oser
"ALL GOD'S CHILDREN" i s proud to present a concert and tribute t o Gerry
Myrow Friday, May '1:1, 1977 , at 7: 30 p.m. at Freedom Hall, 410 Lakewood, Park
Forest, lllinois. The concert is given as a reflection of the important music contribu
tion Gerry has made to the south suburban area.
As a resident of Park Forest, since 1952, Gerry has served as a composer, arranger
:
author, teacher, adjudicator. He is well remembered for "Analysis in Wonderland'
< 1954), � legendary story of the early years of the life of Park Forest. Additionally, he
has wrttten many scores for musical comedies and reviews as well as industrial
shows. In the 60's, he became very active in composing music for high school choral
band, and jazz band. Many of his arrangements and compositions have been publish:
ed.
As a teacher, Gerry has been associated with the Park Forest Conservatory for 20
years and has served as Community Professor of Notography and Choral Arranging
at Governors State University for the past five years. He holds memberships in
ASCAP, AFM, Phi Nu Alpha Finfonia, MENC, and NAJE.
He is a graduate of Gov�rnors State University whose final project on music copy
.
mg has recently been published as a music manuscript text. He resides in Park Forest
with his wife Beverly, (noted harpist and teacher in the south suburbs ) and three
children. Admission is $2.00.

�

G SU S tudent Documentar
in Video Festival
Among 40 video documentaries selected from thousands submitted for a New York
festival is the entry of a student at Governors State University.
The aftermath of the Guatemalan earthquakes of 1976 is portrayed by Tom Morey
who captured by port-a-pack "Remote in the Third World."
Morey's entry will be shown Sunday, May 22, at 8 p.m. during the Third Annual
Video Documentary festival for six days in May.
On location in highland Guatemala a media team from Governors State University
focused on the highland Indian who was most affected by the disaster.
The Guatemala quakes took 23,000 lives, virtually buried entire villages, and left
roore than a

million homeless.
The New York festival wiD feature the latest works ol. well-established videomakers
and groups, outatanding works ol. first-Ume video users, the New York area premiere
ol. aeveraJ documentaries, and the revival ol. cluaica front the early days ol. video.
1be festival celebrates the video medium 'a achievements in the recordina ol. social
,aad penonaJ reaHty.
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CCS Student

350 Classes at GS U

Wins Award

Du ring Sp ring- Su mm e r

Selected as one of the "Outstanding Young Men of America" is a student a t
Governors State University.
James A. Sanders will be included in the 1977 awards volume.
Notice to his mother says in part:
young men
" .... Your son, in receiving this distinctive honor, joins an elite group
from the entire United States who have demonstrated their excellence in professional
endeavors and civic activities. These men work diligently to make their cities, as well
as their country, a better place in which to live, and deserve recognition for their
outstanding ahcievements . . . .
"He (your son ) has proven through the virtues of hard work, determination and
willingness to give of himself that he is truly an outstanding young man."
The Outstanding Young Men of America program is co-sponsored by the United
States Jaycees and numerous other leading men's civic and service organizations
throughout the nation.
Sanders is a student in the College of Cultural Studies at Governors State Univer
sity.
Two GSU faculty and staff mem bers were previously announced Outstanding
Young Men of America : Dr. Warrick L. Carter, university professor of music in the
College of Cultural Studies, and William E. Grazley, Jr., director of physical studies
and assistant director of budget and planning.


PARK FOREST SOUTH, lll. - Almost 400 classes are offered in the spring/sum
mer trimester at Governors State University.
Block 2
For Block I May 5 to August 27 there are more than 100 learning modules ;
May 5 to June 29 more than 150, and Block 3 July 5 to August 27 alm ost 100.
.
Subjects covered :
io!l : econo� ics,
adm�istrat
siness
Service-Bu
College of Business and Public
_
pol �bcal
public serv1ce :
fina nce ;
accounting,
ma nagement,
marketing,
busmess
;
t
enforcemen
law
,
government
urban/local
,
science/American constitution

of

education.
College of Cultural Studies-Art, ethnic studies, literature, mass media, music,
social science, theater, women's studies.
is,
College of Environmental and Applied Science-Environmental scien�e, analy�
nu�mg
and management ; human environment planning, ecology and conservab �n!
hon,
practice, medical technology, alcoholism sciences, health services admimstra
allied health science education, science teaching.
in
College of Human Learning and Development-Psychology, mental health,_
terpersonal communication, urban teacher educatio? , el ement_ary school couns�lmg,
_
school psychology, special education, commumcabon disorders, educational

technology, human justice, social welfare.
.
; June,
Students with graduation dates of August, 1976; December, 1976 ; Apn l, 1977
Governors
at
ent
Commencem
in
participate
to
eligible
be
1977, and August, 1977, will
State University June 4-5.
.
Students who have not more than nine units of credit to earn durmg the May
reques_ts to
written
August, 1977 , block to complete degree requirements may make
Wntten
ent.
Commencem
1977,
June,
the
in
participate
to
permission
the Dean for
ent
requests endorsed by the faculty advisor to participate in the June Commencem
13.
May
by
Dean
the
by
received
be
must

Th e Ro ots of Pa rapsyc hology

Job s In Euro pe
�

Job opP:Or nities i � Europe this summer . . . Work this summer i n the foremany, on
construction m Austr1a , on farms in Germany, Sweden and Denmark, in Industries in
France and Germany in hotels in Switzerland.
Well, there are these jobs available as well as jobs in Ireland, England, France, Ita
ly, and Holland open by the consent of the governments of these countries coming to
Europe the next summer.
For several years students made their way across the Atlantic through A.E.S.
�rvice to take pa rt in the actual life of the people of these countries. The success of
the p�oject has caused a great deal of enthusiastic interest and support both in
Amer1ca and Europe. Every year the program has been expa nded to include many
more students and jobs. Already, many students have made application for jobs next
�umrner. American-European Student Service < on a non-profit basis) is offering these
Jobs to students for Germany, Scandinavia, England, Austria Switzerland France
Italy, and Spain. The j bs consist of forestry work, child ca
work ( fema es only)
.
farm work, hotel work C hm1 ted number available > , construction work, and some other
more qualified jobs requiring more specialized training.
The purpose of this progra m is to afford the s tudent an opportunity to get inte real
living contact with the people and customs in Europe. In this way, a concrete effort
can be made to learn something of the culture of Europe, in return for his or her room
� nd board, plus wages. However, students should keep in mind that they will be work
mg on the European economy, and wages will naturally be scaled accordingly.
_The wor ing conditions < hours, safety, regulations-legal protection, work permi ts )
w1ll be stnctly controlled by the labor ministries of. the countries involved. In most
cas�, the e� ployers ha ve requested American students especially. Hence, they are
_
parbcularly mterested m
the student and want to make the work as interesting as
possible.
They are all informed of the intent of the program , and will help students all they
can in deriving the most from his trip to Europe.
Write for further information and application forms to American-European
Student-service, Box 34733, FL 9490 Veduz, Liechtenstein ( Europe) .
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lnstaprint - Fad Ph �tos

Attention, psychologists , sociologists, and anthropologis ts : Instaprint has succeed
ed intastreak in the ana logs of college capers. College students are photocopying their
faces in an effort to preserve their primal scream.
Campus libraries are being frequented more than usual by students stealthily lining
up to get their grimaces on paper. The do-it-yourself portra it is a simple operation.
Set the machine on legal size. Put in your money, press print, and get your face quick-

.
ly to the glass while assuming your choice of expression.
Charles Horowi tz, 23, a veterinary student started the cra�e. " It was totally im
pulsive,'' he admitted, ' ' My roommate and I were in the library one day watching peo
ple copying all kinds of stuff - from leaves to keys. Well, we were bored and wondered
if Xeroxing your face would have the same effect as if you had your face pressed

A professional who is termed "the most widely known of all parapsychologists" wiiJ
keynote "The Roots of Parapsychology - A Field Survey" conference at Governors
State University June 17-18.
"No one has had a greater influence upon resea rch in parapsychology during the
last 50 years" is said of Dr. J . B . Rhine, who will discuss "Can Parapsychology Sa ve
Religion" Friday, June 17, at 8 p.m .
A variety of conference seminars wiiJ focus on the topics of: psychology and ESP,
.
biofeedback, easte� �eligio� , mediumship, poltergeists and ghosts, biorhythms,
ESP and psychokinetic testmg, out-of-the-body experiences, animals and ESP,
psychology of dying, Sufi tales, split brain research, and reinca rnation.
The concept of the conference is to create a learning experience ' during which
people may gain insight on the various topics in parapsychology. Helping to stimulate
education will be numerous fea tured guests from assorted backgrounds, including
Chris Velissaris, executive director of the IIJinois Center for Psychological Research ·
D� . Jim Garrett, hypnotist ; Barbara Tennant, a leading authority on meditation , an
H11 lard Hebda , investigator of alternative medicines.
Sponsored by GSU's parapsychology club in conjunction with the Dlinois Center for
Psychological Resea rch, the conference encourages attendance of laymen and
educators alike who wish to braoden their horizons on this rapidly growing field.
Experienced researchers in parapsychology are also invited.
More information about the conference may be obtained from Jacquie Lewis,
Governors State University, 312/534-5000, X2304, or 312/254-9579.

d

''Chicago Jam''
The Performing Arts Guild of GSU is presenting a concert of fine jazz music on Sun
day, May 29th. Eighteen of Chicago's finest session artists will take turns expressing
themselves in an impromptu jam session, which wiiJ be M.C. 'd by Larry Smith, the
'loted jazz personality from WBEE radio.
The musicians have been divided into three ensembles and scheduled as follows :
3 : 00 to 4 : 30 p.m. - Jodie Christian, piano, LeRoy Jackson, bass, Marshall Thompson,
drums, Bunky Green, alto, George Bean, trumpet, Joe Daley, tenor. 4 : 30 to 6 : 00 p. m . 
John Young, piano, BiiJ Yancy, bass, Curtis Prince, dru
on jfreeman, tenor, BiiJ
Weiser, trumpet, Emanuel Cranshaw, vibes. 6 : 00 to 7 : 30 p.m. - Bob Dogan, piano, AI
Erich, bass, Robert Shy drums, Billy Howell, trombone, George Freeman, guitar,
Jimmy Ellis, alto.
An open Jam Session will follow to which many musicians have been invited to br
ing their axes.
General admission is $2.00. Students from other high schools and colleges will
receive a 50% discount, and GSU STUDENTS ARE FREE (student activity fees at
work > . For more info. contact Ron Wirth (concert coordinator) a t 534-2284 or 534-5000
ext. 2458 or 2447. Tickets are available at the Cashiers office.

Classilietl1
Ride needed to San Diego, California,
will share expenses and driving June 1977.
Judy, 724-2815. 1420 Burr Oak, Glenview,
Illinois 60025 .

against a window.
And it worked ! "
Students have found many uses for these distorted reprints. Many a dorm room is
decorated with outrageous facial expressions. One student made several copies of the
same grimace to create a mural. The effect is similar to Andy Warhol's pop repetition
of Marilyn Monroe.
Dating couples exchange these reprints as love letters, notes, and even valentines.
Like other fads of gulping goldfish and stuffing people in phone boo ths and
Volkswagons, photocopying the face has its side-effects. Keeping your eyes closed.
·

protects them from the flash of light.
One co-ed was excused from class to receive an important phone call from home.
Her anxious parents were relieved but peeved that her pale countenance was only a
Xerox and not an actual photograph .
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Business Law <Smith Robeson) - third
edition excellent cond. $8.00.
Fidel Castro Speaks < Kenner, Editor ) $1 .00.
Lenin on Politics & Revolution ( Connor
'
Editor> - excellent cond. $3.00.
20th Century Composition < Dallin ) - ex
cellent cond. $7.00.
Bringing Women into Managem ent
NEW - $3.00.
Cinema as Art good - $1 .00.
And others. ext. 2449 or 799-7 194, Joanne
Swanson.
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Cook County Jail authorities have begun a recruitment campaign to hire 400 of
ficers for its two new men's facilities by January 1, 1978,. Specifically, this campaign
is designed for Sheriff's Policemen and Corrections Officers.
Starting salary is $11,964 plus fringe benefi ts, including free tuition for college
courses related to law enforcement. Applicants must be 21 years old and pass in
telligence, psychological, and physical fitness tests, as well as polygraph exams
regarding felony convictions and narcotics use. Each person will undergo a
background investigation and interviews before the merit board before they are
hired.
For further information, please contact the Cook County Civil Service Commission
at 1 1 8 N. Clark St. , phone 443-6598.
We are attaching Xerox copies of the job openings. Please use the number as circled
and the job description.
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - B-MGMT-SC-31 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Business
manager.
Need
general
qualifications of a teacher in the State of
lllinois and must be appropriately cer
tificated, meeting the requirements as
stated i n Section 'Zl-7.1 of the School Code
of Dlinois. This position is with a School
District.
B-sates-sC-16 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Sales coordinator. Some exposure to
Organic
Chemistry
is
desirable.
Bachelor's degree required, but not
necessari ly in chemistry. Person will give
support of the chemical sales staff and
work with customers in problem solving,
etc. This is a starting type position in the
area of sales of rubber chemicals and
miscellaneous industrial chemicals. The
starting salary is approximately $12,000.
B-sates-sC-17 - JOB DESCRIPTION:
Insurance adjustors. Need 4-year college
degree, or be near completion. Starting
salary is $800 per month. There will be � 2week training period in the North suburbs
after 4 weeks in a nearby suburban office.
B-8EC-SC-14 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Secretaries ( 2 ) . 1 ) Dictaphone secretary
with good organizational skills and typing
at least 55 wpm. Must like dictaphone as
this constitutes 80 per cent of the work.
Salary is negotiable in the area of $700 to
$800 per month. 2) Secretary with good
organizational skills. No shorthand or
dictaphone. Must be a good typist. Salary
is in the area of $650 to $750 per month.
This is a small public relations firm.
B-OTIIE R-SC-6 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Marketing analyst. Bachelor's degree in
business or marketing plus courses in
chemistry ( general & organic preferred)
is required. Chemistry degree with
business or marketing courses also ac
ceptable. Some light travel required.
Salary from $ 1 1 ,000 to $13,000.
E-EL-SC-39 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Associ ate principal. This is a transition
position to a principalship. Must have had
experience teaching at the junior high
school level, demonstrate competence in
junior high school curriculum, ha ve a
minimum of a masters' degree with course
work in administration, administrative
experience is desirable, certification as a
junior high school principal is a
prerequisite. Position to be filled by July 1 ,
1m.
E-EL-SC-40 - JOB DESCRIPTION: Dean
of students. Three years of teaching ex
perience at the junior high level, a
demonstrable interest in administration
and documentation as to positive student
teacher relationships while teaching are
required.
E-EL-SC-41 - JOB DESCRIPTION : The.
following positions are available: 1 )
Principal of K-8 building ; 2) Psychologist ;
3) Math teacher grades 7 & 8.
E-EL-SC-42 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Teacher. Fifth to eighth grade level with a
major in mathematics and a minor in
science, physical education or language
arts. Will also accept applicants for other
teaching positions for the 1!m-78 school
year.
E-EL-SC-43 - JOB DESCRIPTION:
Reading specialist. To work with children
· and teachers from kindergarten through

eighth grade. This will be a one year ap
pointment. Must be strongly child oriented
rather than subject oriented. Prefer
someone with teaching experiences who is
familiar with Scott Foresman Reading
Systems.
E-8EC-SC-48 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Guidance counselor ( K-6). Kindergarten
through eighth grade. Master's degree.
Also - Librarian. Experienc.ed as lear
ning center director. Master's degree in
library science.
E-8EC-8C-49 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
High school English teacher. English
major required. Bachelors degree and no
experience preferred. Must have an
Dlinois high schoo l teaching certificate.
E-8EC-8C-50 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Reading teacher. Master's degree in
reading required, emphasis in remedial
reading, experience desired, co-eurricular
debate preferred but not necessary. Salary
range is $10,000 to $23,'Zl5.
E-8EC-8C-51 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Director of instruction. Must have strong
command of English, be able to com
municate with staff, board and public,
proper administrative certificate (75) with
general supwrvisory endorsement and five
years successful teaching experience and
a demonstrated ability in supervising and
improving instruction. Starting July 1 .
E-8EC-SC-52 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
English teacher. Also some coaching in
basketball and other coaching. Salary :
$10,000 Bachelors, ! 1 1,700 Masters.
E-8EC-8C-53 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
High school math teacher, with basketball
coaching assignment.
E-8EC-8C-54 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
High school/junior high school. Qualified
teacher to teach both high school home
economics and child development courses,
and junior high school consumer education
and career development courses. < Half
time at each level )
E-8EC-8C-55 - JOB DESCRITPION : The
following positions are open. Industrial
Education ( 1 ) Power mechanics or
Electronics : Science ( 1 ) Biology with
wrestling coaching experience: Music ( 1 )
choral director and jazz band instructor.
For qualifications, salaries, and further
details see the Placement Office.
E-8EC-8C-56 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Positions open in Science, Guidance and
Social Studies departments . Also positions
using any combination of Math, Music,
Foreign Language, Social Studies and
Library.
E-8EC-SC-57 - JOB DESCRIPTION:
High school physical education teacher.
Must be qualified to supervise the girls'
locker room. Master's degree preferred,
experience preferred. Must be qualified to
teach adaptive physical education for
students with special needs. Must be
qualified to teach swimming and must
possess a W.S. I. certificate, and have an
Dlinois High School teaching certificate.
E-8EC-8C-58 - JOB DESCRIPTION : The
following teaching positions are available:
High school Biology teacher able to teach
another subject, preferably high school
mathematics or high school chemistry.
High school Algebra I and Geometry
teacher. Positions require a degree in their
respective
fields
of biology
and

mathematics. Must have Dlinois teaching
certificate or equivalent.
E-HE-8C-158 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Culinary arts, chef instructor. Master's
degree with a major in food ad
ministration; European apprenticeship as
chef preferred ; or graduate of post
secondary culinary institute acceptable
with a minimum of 10 years of experience
in leading hotels or restaurants. Ap
plication deadline is June 10, 1977 .
E-HE-sC-157 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Coordinator of instructional resources.
Master's degree in one of the media
disciplines required.
Worthwhile ex
perience in college library and media
administration is also a pre-requisite for
employment. Application deadline June
17, 1!m.
E-HE-SC-156 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Instructor of agriculture. Master's degree
preferred, with successful teaching ex
perience at the high school or junior
college level. Application deadline is June
10, 1!m.
E-HE-BC-160 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Assistant/associate
professor
of
marketing. Ph.D. preferred. Master's
degree holders considered. Application
deadline is May 'Zl, 1m.
E-HE-BC-161 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Assistant professor of economics. Ph.D.
preferred. Position is in Missouri . Ap
plication deadline is May 'Zl, 1m.
E-HE-SC-162 - JOB DESCRIPTION : An
instructor in speech/hamanities. Masters
degree in Speech with a background in
Theatre, Literature and Music. Ap
plication deadline is June 10, 1m.
E-HE-sC-163 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
lnstructor - Art/Humanities. Masters
degree in Art (studio experience) with
background in Literature and Music.
Prefer one year or more of successful
teaching experience at the community
college level. Application deadline is June
10, 1m.
E-HE-8C-164 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Coordinator, social work associate
program. M.S.W. with a nimimum of five
years experience in Social Work field
required. Successful teaching experience
at the community college level desired.
Application deadline is June 10, 1m.
E-HE-sC-165 - JOB DESCRIPTION : Art
instructor. Masters Degree in Art (studio
experience) required. One year or more of
successful teaching experience at the
community college level is desirable.
Application deadline June 10, 1m.
E-HE-SC-167 - JOB BESCRITPION :
Admissions counselor. Bachelor's degree
required and previous admissions and/or
counseling experience preferred but not
essential. Application deadline is June 1 ,
1!m.
E-OTHER-BC-43 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Secretarial instructor. Bachelors degree
required. Experience preferred. Hiring
immediately. Salary negotiable.
E-SP-SC-40 - JOB
DESCRITPION :
Physical education (swim instructor ) .
Male, with a bachelor's degree. This
position is at a school for profoundly
handicapped children between the ages of
3 and 21 years.
HS-COUN-BC-13 - JOB DESCRITPION:
Employme� t counselors (20). Full or part

ttme. Must be unemployed for the past 15
weeks or receiving unemployment and a
suburban Cook County resident. If a
family of one you must not have made
more than $2500 in the past year. If two,
$4090, if three, $6000, etc. Full time pays
$9,000 and part time is flexible, 18-20 hours
at $4 per hour. The purpose of the coun
seling is to find employment for Senior
Citizens in their a rea . A car will help.
HS-8W-BC-17 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Outreach worker. Must have two years of
experience in direct service to youth and
demonstrated group skills. Salary ranges
from $9,000 to $11,000 . Position available
on June 1, 1m.
HS-8W-BC-18 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Speech pathologist. 50 per cent diagnostic
testing as a part of a multi-disciplinary
evaluation team. 50 per cent direct
therapy . Need an MA in Speech Pathology
ACAD-8P acceptable. Salary is ap
proximately $10,500 . Apply by June 1 ,
1!m. PS-FED-BC-14 - JOB DESCRIP
TION: There is a new listing of Federal
Civil Service job openings in the
Placement Office.
PS-FED-BC-15 - JOB DESCRIPTIO N :
Professor o f electronic engineering, GS855- 12. A civilian position in the Air Force
Institute of Technology.
T-BC-35 - JOB DESCRIPTION : Com
puter programmers. RPG - COBAL FORTRAN. Some assembly. Need persons
strong in accounting background. B.A. or
M.A. not required, but must have one to
two years experience. There will be in
terstate and foreign travel. $16,000 .
Available immediately. Apply before June
5, 1m.
M-CL-SC-8 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Camera Counter Clerk. Person must have
knowledge of cameras and camera
equipment, be able to work 8 to 12 hours a
week including evening and Saturday.
Starting wage is minimum wage with a
raise at the end of 30 days. Apply in person.
To start June 1, 1m.
M-8UM-SC-17 - JOB DESCRIPTION:
Secretaries, stenos, typists, clerks.
Temporary summer work. Top hourly
rates paid and an excellent bonus
program.
M-ML-SC-40 - JOB DESCRIPTION : The
following ·positions available: Technical
s u pport
p rogra m m e r :
editorial
assistant/assistant editor :
editorial
assistant/assistant editor :
keypunch
operator. For salaries and other details
see the Placement Office.
M-ML-8C-41 - JOB DESCRIPTION :
Three openings as follows : Shipping clerk.
Good figure apti tude and typing skills.
General willingness to work and with a
good employment record. Hours 7 to 3 : 30.
Salary commensurate with ability.
General office. Good figure aptitude and
typing skills. Willingness to work in
various departments to include swit
chboard. Good academic record. Hours 8
to 4 : 30. Class A maintenance electrician.
Union wages $5.98 per hour plus overtime.
Must be familiar with i ndustrial
surrounding, AC, DC, 1 10, 220, 440. Willing
to work rotating shifts. Females are en
couraged to apply for all of these position!;.

